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CONCEPT BASED QUESTIONS

Q.1.Which of the following statement is/are incorrect?
a. Air occupies space
b. Air gives shape to things
c. Air is weightless
d. Air is not visible

Q2. ____________ is very small living thing that can make us ill.
a. Mosquito
b.Beetle
c.Bee
d.Dust

Q.3. Which are living things?

a. Animals

b. Robots

c. Plants
d. Both a & c

Q.4 What are the three major states of matter?
a. solid, liquid, and gas
b. Solid, liquid, and wood
c. solid, iron, and gas
d. metal, wood, and paper
Q.5. Magnets attract wood.
a. True
b. False
APPLICATION BASED QUESTIONS

Q.6. Baby plant grows from which of the following?
a. Seed
b. Stem
c. Leaf
d. Soil

Q.7.What time of day is usually the warmest?
a. The afternoon
b. Evening
c. Dawn
d. Nighttime

Q.8. Why do clothes hanging under the sun become dry after sometime?

a. The heat of the sun changes water from the clothes into water vapor
b.As it is very cold, the clothes become dry

c.Both a and b
d.None of these

Q.9. Look at the figure carefully. They all need ________to move.
a. Moon
b.Air
c.Water
d.Sun

Q.10. Which of the following animals do not have bones?

a.Human being

b.Earthworm

c.Lion

d.Caterpillar

HOTS QUESTIONS

Q.11. The main parts of a plant are seed, leaves, flowers, stem, and
a. soil
b. roots
c. water
d. seedling

.

Q.12. Which one of the following has a pupa stage?
a. Dogs
b. Frogs
c. You
d. Butterfly

Q.13.What is a scientist?
a. A teacher
b. A person who studies things in their world
c. A person who collects bugs
d. A person who writes stories

Q.14. Which of these animals lives part of its life in water, and part of its life on land?
a. Dogs
b. Frogs
c. Horse
d. Hogs

Q.15.The life cycle of a seed is
a. seed, seed with root, seed with leaves, plant
b. seed, seed with leaves, plant
c. seed with root, seed with leaves, plant
d. seed with leaves and a plant

VALUE BASED QUESTIONS

Q.16. Rocks can be different colors.
a. True
b. False

Q.17 Which of the following animals can be tamed?

a. Tiger

b.Fish

c.Wolf

d.Snake

Q.18. Which of the following is a correct posture?
a. Straight and upright
b.Bending posture
c.Both of these
d.None of these

Q. 19 Which of the following food item if consumed more can make us sick?

a. Milk

b.Fruits

c.Burger and cold drink

d.Vegetables

Q.20__________ water is not used for drinking

a.Well

b.Handpump

c.Sea

d. River

